Exploded View and Parts List

1847C  Quick Connects
2413A  1/4" Tubing
EST-165  SS Hose Clamp
EST-230  Steam Hose
EST-263  Differential Pressure Switch
EST-531  5-Pole Terminal Rail
EST-1140  Hole Plug
EST-1401  Distribution Grille
EST-1402  Blower
EST-1403  Inlet Blower Ring
EST-1405  Relay Timer

EST-1406  Transformer (RDU-D-1T and 2T Only)
EST-1407  Knob
EST-1409  Bushing
EST-1410  Bushing
EST-1416  Fuseholder
EST-1425  Fuse, 1/2A
EST-1430  Gasket
EST-1447  Manifold Assembly (Specify Model Number)
EST-1458  Steam Inlet Union